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Hi to you all and many thanks for taking the time to read this newsletter.
As we look around the World in these troubled times, we are starting to see people rising up and
standing for freedom against tyranny and oppression. In many cases this is being done peacefully
and in places like Austria, it is encouraging to see members of the police and the army joining in with
their fellow citizens.
The reason for this is that truth is slowly emerging. As the energetic environment changes the
distaste for lies grows within us. Our hearts instead seek to embrace greater interconnectivity and
less division. Humans naturally want to like one another; we have to be programmed, in one way or
another, in order to hate.
All these troubles though are just a sign for the slow and gentle transformation mankind is going
through.
Signs of our energetic changes are important and I hope to try and draw your attention to some of
these in these newsletters. There are physical signs, like changes to the planets in our solar system.
There are the effects of cosmic energy getting through our magnetic fields and there are also more
subtle signs like increasing the synchronicity between people who regularly gather in dream or
meditation or discussion groups.
For me synchronicity is also a sign that we are being helped by others to prepare for what is coming.
Synchronicity is, by its very nature, a two way phenomenon and this means that when they occur,
we must look to take related actions that help each other. Doing this seems to increase the amount
of synchronicity we get given and that helps us stay on our vocational path.

In my last newsletter I was helped, in one of these ways, to find a past Templar/ Cistercian site when
looking for a type 4 energy alignment intersection. In the Earth energy section, I go into detail about
this amazingly powerful place and some of the related sites found along a short section of one of the
alignments. I cannot believe so little has been written about this location.
In the Science section I cover two subjects. Firstly, I dig down into Climate Science in a logical way to
try and show you just how the next global manipulation is being prepared for us – another storm we
must rise above.
The second subject is a follow up to the short play I wrote in my last newsletter. I wrote that little
drama to highlight what was now possible in Science and in the World of biomedicine. I did not try
and present any evidence that this was actually happening.
I am sorry to have to say that in this newsletter, I am now bringing you that evidence. This drama has
become our reality.
We now have total proof now that this viccane is a bioweapon that has been launched against
mankind to not only kill many of us off and to sterilise many young people, but to also greatly profit
from it. You may have watched some videos on this but I summarise a technical report that you are
unlikely to have come across due to the difficulty in finding lasting online anywhere more than a few
hours.
I believe there is good news here though. For the globalists’ evil plans to work, they need people to
continue to take their booster jabs. However this seems to be a step too far for many. More and
more people and they are waking up to the illusion and are refusing to take them.
I think there is another, more sinister, reason behind these boosters and I will mention that at the
end of this section.
In the social media section, I want to follow up my most recent post on Saturn, and the awareness
experiment I tried, as this ties in with the theme of this newsletter quite nicely. There is a rather nice
link here to Astrology and an additional scientific reason to show how it works.
The next harmony time is approaching quickly and it begins on the 20th December and this time it is
expected to last for around 14 days. Over the last few gatherings, we have been hitting numbers in
to the hundreds all at one site. This is wonderful to experience but in these dark Winter months and,
with some of you travelling long distances, I want to suggest that on these Winter gatherings, we
gather at a site that is more local to each of us.
To have ten thousand people, maybe more, at one site, will happen, but to get there, we need to
grow many small groups. So my suggesting this December is that we don’t travel for more than an
hour to get to a site.

I will be going to Stanton Drew stone circle to the South of Bristol, so if anyone within an hour’s
journey would like to join me that would be lovely. Come the Spring, we can go for the numbers
again should you feel inclined to do so. Here is a link https://goo.gl/maps/TNCPsxq84P4izvsW9
This brings me on to an update on the interactive website that I mentioned in my last newsletter. I
had hoped to get out a brochure to you all before December, but as I am trying to go with the flow
too, and it has taken some necessary extra time. I am hoping the brochure will be completed either
in December or January now and I will send it out to you when it is.
The aim of this interactive website is to get information about local sacred sites to local people and
to help them form groups at these locations.
Sligachan
The image you can see at the start of this newsletter is somewhere I first visited when only 19, back
in 1978. I did so again this year. In my youth I spent several days walking and climbing up in the
mountains in the far distance. Back then, I was learning about Geology.
I cannot tell you much about the geology in the area now, but I can recall the freedom, the wind, the
rain and the sheer exhilaration of being somewhere that so few people had ever gone.
Today, with a bridge having been built over to the island of Skye off the West coast of Scotland in
1995, many tourists can much more easily journey to see the Cuillin hills and the Sligachan bridge.
Indeed I have many photos of this bridge but none quite like the one I have chosen. This was kindly
made public by the photographer (link PEC photographer https://www.flickr.com/photos/_pec_/) and I wanted
to specifically use this one to express the theme for this newsletter.
The reason I couldn’t use one of my own images is that it is fairly rare to be at this location when the
river is in full speight. All my images showed much less water and lots of boulders.
The waters here though are only one part of the theme this month, the bridge is another part. If you
allow yourselves to imagine for a moment what these may represent, a journey emerges that we can
follow should you wish.
Moving from an individual journey to our collective journey
Johann Wolfgang von Goethe started to follow an individual journey like this and it took him many
years to recognise what was happening sufficiently to be able to put it into words in a lovely short
fairy tale.
He admitted at the time that he didn’t fully understand the tale as his subconscious had added extra
symbolism to it that he was unable to interpret. What Goethe did know though was that, at the right
time, we would come to understand it as it was part of mankind’s own collective future.

His Fairy tale – Däs Marchen – is a story about a beautiful princess called Lily and a Green snake,
along with a few other characters. It all revolves around them crossing over from the land of the
Senses to the land of Spirit and the coming prophecy when a permanent bridge would be built over
the river so that all humanity can cross, either way, whenever they chose.
Everything in his fairy story is a symbol with meaning. Rudolf Steiner spent his life trying to
understand its meaning. Today, I have run several discussion groups looking to do the same. Whilst
we may never come to know everything, it is absolutely connected to the Universal prophecy that I
write about in my book Grail Bound. This universal prophecy is something we get told about in
different ways from prophets all around the World from different cultures and from different times.
It is deeply embedded within our collective subconscious.
For me, there is only one way that something can be prophetic over such large time scales. There
must be some cyclic event in nature that keeps reoccurring over large timescales.
This fairy tale and its permanent bridge is talking about a time when all the Worlds of Spirit will be
permanently connected with our World in a way that we will be able to freely cross both ways as
and when we want.
This may seem amazing, but it could also be seen, by some, as incredibly scary.
We hear other prophets talking about the same event with phrases like the ‘Veils between the
Worlds are thinning’ & ‘The veils between the Worlds are coming down’ & ‘All humanity will be
merging into one’.
Just what this actually means, is the reason for our journey, we must find out and prepare for this.
The good news here though is that we are being gifted information to help us along the way.
One of the things people forget to think about is why a bridge might be needed to cross between the
Worlds. Why not for example just use the existing ways (the ferryman, the giants shadow and the
green snake are the ways symbolised by Goethe).
We have to also ask what is so dangerous about the river? Is it the water and what indeed does that
represent? Why don’t people just swim across or find a shallow part and just walk across?
The reason is that the river symbolises what exists between the Worlds and, for the answer to what
this represents, we can turn to many mystics and visionary people who share their experiences of
taking these journeys.
Rudolf Steiner called it ‘The Abyss’, Carl Jung experienced it and called it, like many others, ‘The
Darkness’.

Steiner warns that when we approach we are met by the giant guardian who warns us to go back
unless we are prepared. (Jung also comes across this same guardian). Steiner goes further by giving
us a warning about the journey and the three beasts we will encounter there.
“When darkness comes there will be pain all around”.
When the ‘Spirit of the depths’ and the ‘Spirit of our time’ challenge us – it will be painful. The zone
of darkness is meant to test us. Only with strong Courage, Will, Intent and the Fire to find only the
true nature of reality, will we get given safe passage.
Only when we cross will it be our time to shine. Past travellers, like Jung are given a glimpse of this
shining. In Jung’s case he sees the prophet Elijah emanating light in all directions whilst in a moment
of enlightenment.
These were individual journeys made by some amazing people but what the Universal prophecy is
telling us is that, collectively, mankind is now on this same journey.
We are crossing this zone of Darkness, this river, in order to reach a new Epoch, a new Golden age.
So if we have any illusions, false assumptions, thoughts of self-importance, we are going to suffer in
this zone of darkness.
You might rightly now ask how this is possible. Why should we think this? Or even come to expect
this?
Think back now to what might be happening as all these Worlds of Spirit begin to merge as the veil
begins to come down.
The bridge is just a symbol too. It’s not actually a bridge – it represents an easier & permanent way
to cross between the Worlds.
Our perceptions on our collective journey will be working on overtime. As the veils fall away, what
we feel, see and hear are all going to be harder to differentiate.
It is our mind and our heart that is going on this journey. Our minds & our hearts are changing.
Dormant cells are being reawakened and made active again and many are noticing this.
What is merging are our conscious and subconscious minds.
These Worlds will permanently connect with an easier mental route between them. But, the one
thing we are not going to be able to escape is the river - the closing gap between the Worlds.
This universal prophecy is fast approaching and one of the signs for this is the increasing troubles we
are seeing around the World.

These are signs we are mentally entering the Abyss – the darkness between the Worlds.
But along with the troubles, connective abilities like empathy & telepathy are emerging and the
secrecy and the lies of the past are been swept aside by an incoming tide of truth.
The simplest way I can express this is that collectively all humanity is going through the darkness of
the Abyss. We are crossing the river.
We are all being tested – especially our weaknesses. Mankind is going through its ‘Dark night of the
soul.’ Understanding what this means is why studying pioneers like Goethe, Steiner, Jung, Black Elk
have become so important.
The good news here though is that we can begin to see that this is part of the unfolding universal
prophecy and the golden age. Our collective dreams are on their way.
However to get there, we have a few more months of being seriously tested and we will need all the
courage we can muster & we need to find the will, the intent and the fire for the truth.
We should try and prepare as best we can and one of things we can do is learn to be prophets and
learn to listen to the guidance and help we are being given.
It is actually easier than it sounds.
When we empty our minds we can listen to the silence and in those moments we can receive
inspiration.
The aim is to end up in a totally aware state, where, according to the Zen master Linzi, we can see
without seeing, hear without listening and feel without feeling.
Artists like painters, writers and musicians seem to reach this aware state easier than most of us and
when they do, they receive help like this all the time. We may not be the artistic type but we can still
learn to do the same.
To give you an example of emptying your mind, how many types of butterflies can you name?
If you happen to be a lepidopterist, try instead, to name as many names of rivers in your country as
possible?
Give it a quick go right now and notice what happens to your mind.
What tends to happen is that you can name a few fairly quickly, you then may remember one or two
more but then your mind clears into silence and nothing comes to mind.
You are now listening to the sound of silence.

Anatomy of an inspirational song
When you open and empty your mind, you open yourself up to gifts from your subconscious mind.
Paul Simon wrote the song ‘The Sound of Silence’ when he was only 21.
He said later that he got the inspiration for the opening line "Hello darkness, my old friend" from his
childhood, when he sang in the bathroom with the lights out, enjoying the acoustics with a ‘doowop’ reverb sound.
When an artist begins in this inspirational way, there is already some connection with the
subconscious mind. They then go on to write the initial verse or two as it comes to them fairly easily
– just like naming the first few butterflies or rivers.
However, after that the mind empties and they have to wait until something comes through. It is
these moments that we too have to strive for.
Just as the artist sets out to write a song or paint an image, we must set the intention to learn more
about what we must do or what message we need to be given to share with others and then move
into this same mental state.
In this moment of empty silence, we too may receive gifts that will help us and those around us.
I believe this happened with Paul Simon as we wrote ‘The sounds of silence’. (The lyrics are written
below with an acknowledgement at the end and is presented here with the aim of learning. I have
only added some emphasis on some key words and phrases in bold font.)
The Sound of Silence
“Hello darkness, my old friend
I've come to talk with you again
Because a vision softly creeping
Left its seeds while I was sleeping
And the vision that was planted in my brain
Still remains
Within the sound of silence
In restless dreams, I walked alone
Narrow streets of cobblestone
'Neath the halo of a street lamp
I turned my collar to the cold and damp
When my eyes were stabbed by the flash of a neon light
That split the night
And touched the sound of silence
And in the naked light, I saw
Ten thousand people, maybe more
People talking without speaking
People hearing without listening

People writing songs that voices never shared
And no one dared
Disturb the sound of silence
"Fools" said I, "You do not know
Silence like a cancer grows
Hear my words that I might teach you
Take my arms that I might reach you"
But my words, like silent raindrops fell
And echoed in the wells of silence
And the people bowed and prayed
To the neon god they made
And the sign flashed out its warning
In the words that it was forming
Then the sign said, "The words on the prophets are written on the subway walls
In tenement halls"
And whispered in the sound of silence
The Sound of Silence lyrics by Paul Simon Music

I have a link below you can click on to hear this song now but first, hopefully, you can perhaps see
that even in this song’s lyrics there is a hint of the universal prophecy coming through and how we
can access prophetic information.
As he was writing the later verses you can almost sense the information being revealed to him bit by
bit. That it became such a popular song was possibly too because it resonated so much deep within
our souls. It is as though we know it to be true and it is coming.
You might now wonder if Paul Simon and his music partner Art Garfunkel knew this. I suspect they
may have been close to see it with these comments that they made.
Paul Simon later described the song as ‘the conflict between spiritual and material values in our
modern world’.
Art Garfunkel once summed up the song’s meaning as “the inability of people to communicate with
each other, not particularly internationally but especially emotionally, so what you see around you
are people unable to love each other.”
I am sure that many of you will remember the original song so I am not going to put a link up to that
as that will bring up many past associations and I would rather this time you just listen to the words
and the sounds.
This version via the link below was done by an American heavy metal rock band from Chicago called
Disturbed. This version is so much more relevant in the World today, so I would ask you to put aside
any thoughts and just listen to it.
The deep timbre to the vocalist adds so much depth as well as resonant overtones to this version.
The final scene with the boat in the video should also bring you distant memories of things to come.

You may well be initially challenged by what you see, hear and feel, but remember the Abyss. What
appears as a sense of anger should be set aside. Instead, feel the passion and love behind this
apparent anger. This is being sung in different times and this is a much louder wake-up call for good
reason.
There is a synchronicity that occurred with this that I will mention at the end, so, I feel, that this was
meant to be in this newsletter for you to experience.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u9Dg-g7t2l4 (4mins 19s)
This rock band’s music is not usual for me to listen to and I did not initially come across it. My wife,
who loves her music heard it a few months ago and mentioned it to me as she thought I would like
it. I took it on board, but took no action.
This last week she listened to the song again and again she mentioned it to me saying it was right up
my street. A second knock at the door got my attention as well as seeing how happy she was
listening to it.
I listened…….it felt new and different, revitalised and relevant to today. The lyrics instantly leapt out
and made me think of the Universal prophecy. I was looking for a theme for this newsletter and
decided to work on the theme of sound & silence.
At the time, I had no idea that this was the first acausal event in a synchronicity – it is very rare to
recognise the first event as it is only the second event that confirms the synchronicity.
I started to write about the Sound of silence and its history, as you have read, and the next day, I
had booked a call in with a friend called James H. from Dubai.
James is very much into his music and sound and researches this in several ways. Our call was to
catch up on other matters though, but halfway through our call, he starts to tell me about the Sound
of Silence from a meditative perspective and what he had been recently exploring and experiencing.
I had to smile at that point as here was the second acausal event. James knew nothing about the
content of this newsletter so the two events were unconnected and yet here was the ‘sound of
silence’ clearly connecting up the two acausal events. I knew then, I had been given this to write
about.
One of the really important things about synchronicity is the timing. We can never know when the
timing is right, but we can be shown when the right time is, in ways like this.

The Sounds of Silence was the second studio album by Simon & Garfunkel and it was released in
1966 – one year after their hit single ‘The sound of silence’ was released. Another well-known album
of theirs was titled ‘The Bridge over Troubled Water’. That was their fifth and final studio album and
was released in 1970.
I mention this as some of you may have already sensed the connection here with the image at the
start of this newsletter.
The theme hopefully now fully emerging here for you is the sound of silence in these troubled times
and the permanent bridge is being built that will herald in the golden age.

I wrote earlier about our collective journey across the Abyss. In a way, there are things in this
newsletter that, if you allow them to, can make you angry and possibly also a few other negative
emotions.
I would ask you to try surrendering to this journey that we are all on instead. Accept that you are
being tested and challenged here. This allows you to see it from above for what it is all about. You
are moving across the river, leaving behind those emotions now.

It makes me happy to just be part of this process along with millions of other people who are
awakening around the World right now. My own small role seems to be about finding powerful
energetic sites where people can gather to bow and pray.
In the next section, I will describe some of the enjoyment to be had in this process.

Earth energy
In my last newsletter I wrote about a 4th order node in the country of Czechia in Europe and how
one of its pairs of type 4 earth energy lines followed an alignment down through Europe and into
Spain.
I also mentioned about a lovely lady who joined our Autumn equinox harmony gathering at Oliver’s
Castle in Wiltshire UK who had returned to where she lived near Madrid and Spain and who had
asked if I knew of any similar sites near to her. (Thank you Corinne J.)
In that particular case, I did know of an intersection but I had not yet explored exactly where it
precisely was on the local scale. A quick look though did expose the possibility of a wonderful
rediscovery of an almost unknown powerful Templar and Cistercian sacred site.

To put this into some context, the above road map shows two intersecting red lines. These lines
each represent type 4 alignments (Leys/Leylines) that cross through this area slightly to the North
West of Madrid in Spain. Each alignment has a pair of type 4 earth energy lines that run along its
length. Two energy lines following an alignment will bend and curve and cross one another every
now and again. These are therefore, by their very nature, not straight. These energy lines are not
shown on the image above.
Where two type 4 alignments cross over in a symmetrical formation with other smaller energy lines,
we call this a 4th order node.
Occasionally, along each alignment, a pair of these type 4 lines will cross over each other along with
several other smaller lines. When this happens in a symmetrical arrangement we find a 5th order
node. Examples of 5th order nodes in the UK are Avebury stone circle and Oliver’s Castle in
Wiltshire.
On the above map you can see three small red circles. Each represent nodes – one 4th order node
near a town called Collado Hermoso and two 5th order nodes – one near the city of Segovia; the
other in the city of Avila.
The location of the 5th order node near Segovia was a place where Rowena Colleen visited in my
novel ‘The Grail Hunter’ so it was a place I had already researched to some depth. She had been
looking for possible 13th century Knights Templar sites where miracles had occurred.
The location of the node is shown in the image below.

This is the Iglesia de la Vera Cruz. The church of the true cross. It was completed in 1208 with unique
12-sided exterior built by the Knights Templar. Inside this they placed another central octagonal
chapel.

It is quite clear to us now that this shape was designed to house the cylinder of energy found at
symmetrical nodes. (I cover this more in my recent social media posts 387- 388 - 389.)
Following the type 4 alignment further down to the South West we find it running through the city
of Ávila and the Carmelite Convent of the Incarnation there – shown in the image below.

The Carmelite Convent is perhaps well known because it was where Saint Theresa of Ávila spent
much of her life looking for spiritual focus through prayer & contemplation. St John of the cross, a
colleague of hers, also spent many years at this place.
Saint Theresa was greatly inspired by the prophet Elijah who was known to pray at a sacred site
called the Well of Elijah at Mount Carmel in Israel. This is where the Carmellite name came from.
She was also a writer & in her autobiography she wrote about the 4 devotions of ascension & that
the 4th was the devotion of Ecstasy. The following is a translation from her writing.
“The devotion of Ecstasy is where the consciousness of being in the body disappears. Sensory
faculties cease to operate. Memory and imagination also become absorbed in God, as though
intoxicated.

Body and spirit dwell in the throes of exquisite pain, alternating between a fearful fiery glow, in
complete unconscious helplessness, and periods of apparent strangulation.
Sometimes such ecstatic transports literally cause the body to be lifted into space.
This state may last as long as half an hour and tends to be followed by relaxation of a few hours of
swoon-like weakness, attended by the absence of all faculties while in union with God. The subject
awakens from this trance state in tears. It may be regarded as the culmination of mystical
experience.”
Saint Theresa described this as ‘the consciousness of being in the body disappears, sensory faculties
cease to operate, memory and imagination become absorbed in God in an intoxicating way and
sometimes, such ecstatic transports, literally cause the body to be lifted into space’.
A mainstream scientist, when reading this, will just dismiss the whole levitation aspect as just an
illusion. However when you now consider the energetic environment at this location and the 5 th
order node, I would suggest that this levitation is a very real probability. Her prayers and meditations
would have been greatly amplified by these energies and spiritual enlightenment and a whole host
of other phenomena would have probably also occurred. We already know about acoustic levitation
where small objects can be placed, mid-air, inside nodes of intersecting sound ways. We also know
about the extreme vibrational power coming from our inner core and we also know that matter is an
illusion and that everything at the smallest of scales is just energy. We then have to consider how
1000+ ton precisely carved blocks of stones were moved into place as part of the foundations of
ancient monuments. Human levitation is not as far out as some would like you to believe – but then
mainstream physics has become a religion.
Before we turn to the intersection and the 4th order node near Collado Hermoso, I will just mention a
bit about the other alignment that runs down to the South South-East. This is one that runs through
the 1st order node in Murcia where it connects with the two pairs of type 5 Emperor Dragons. That it
connects as directly these incredible energies, is perhaps why this 4th order node is also so powerful.
To the North North-West it heads up to the city of Oviedo.
It is said that two monks, Máximo and Fromestano founded the city of Oviedo in 761. It was
originally an uninhabited hillside where they built a small church that they dedicated to Saint
Vincent. In other words this city began in the middle of nowhere in particular, other than it too was a
4th order node. The other type 4 alignment that crosses there will be something covered another
time.
Turning now to the 4th order node to the South of Collado Hermoso, and looking at a smaller scale
map of the area where the two type 4 alignments crossed, it initially looked to be half way up a
wooded hillside.
Looking closer, I saw the ruins of what looked like an old religious establishment. This was the
Ábbatte – the Monastery of Santa María of the Sierra (mountain range) – a Cistercian monastery
that was built in the 12th century.

The first known records of the place are from 1127 and in 1219 the evidence showed that it then
belonged to the Cistercian order. There is a well-established connection between the Cistercians and
the Templars as the co-founder of the Knights Templar was Bernard of Clairvaux. Bernard spent
many years as a Cistercian monk.
In the images below you can see a beautiful Romanesque doorway and the shape of the rose
window as well as two sides with windows, entrance door to the monastery and large ceiling arches.
The Templars influenced the designs of many religious buildings like Chartres cathedral and their
influence here seems to also be found.
It has obviously gone through several renovations though and much later on Benedictine monks also
lived here.

The intersection of the two powerful pairs of type 4 energy lines, along with many other type 3,2
and 1 lines were originally found at this ruined site and it is now fairly clear to me that the Templars
and the Cistercians knew this and that was why they built there.
That so many ancient sacred monuments can be found on these intersections is one reason we need
to find these places again.
The other reason is about why we need to do this. It is at these locations that we keep getting
glimpses of what is possible. That Saint Theresa was getting visions, moments of enlightenment and
times where ecstasy lifted her off the ground is one such glimpse of what is possible. Other amazing
phenomena have been found and more are still to be discovered.
One of the ways we can discover these things is through group meditation on these intersections at
the harmony times – the times that begin the day before the solstices and equinoxes. It is not a
coincidence that these are the same times the Templars held their prayers and meditations. It is by
working in small regular groups that we have found our learning to be at its greatest. What is
interesting is that the group only occasionally need to meet at these locations. Continued group
activity offsite, after having been at these locations, develops just as fast.

We will be given the right information at the right time when we do this but there is a growing need
to gather soon, and often, as the galactic current sheet is approaching. By December 2024 we will
have an all year round period of harmony – probably for several centuries.
This is going to have a huge impact on human consciousness and the troubled times we are living
through right now are purely happening in order to help prepare us mentally and emotionally for
this time.
The fire of courage, will, intent to live and the desire for love and truth as we cross the abyss should
be our collective aim.
As to why we need to build these strengths for the coming golden age is another matter and these
are the sorts of things that are covered in the discussion groups. More news on these in 2022 but we
are nearly finished testing the level 1 program and half way through the level 2 program. At the
moment there are over sixty 90min sessions that have been developed with another 40 more to
come.

Science section –
As you read this section, remember you are crossing the Abyss.
Climate science
I would like now to write about climate science and why it is such a difficult subject to model.
The reason we are given by the scientists who want an accurate model for how the climate works is
that, hopefully, it will help us be able to predict what will happen in the near to medium future. For
example it may answer the question whether our climate is heating up or not and also whether this
is down to mankind or whether, in some way or other, it is just down to nature.
We can consider the following equation a + b = 10 where a = natural effects and b = human effects.
Human effects are sometimes called ‘Anthropogenic’ and Anthropogenic climate change implies that
we are responsible for the climate changing.
The only question here is how much of an influence we have. It indeed may be negligible. What is
not up for discussion here is the pollution mankind causes – we do cause it and that has to stop.
There therefore seems to be no reason to cover this in this article.
In the above equation an arbitrary figure of 10 is provided but this represents what we find with our
observations. It could be 100 or 1000, it does not matter as it is the concept that is important.
In other words if we now find nature’s influence on the climate is a 4, we know that mankind’s
influence on the climate would be 6.
4+6=10

In other words, with a 6 out of 10, we would really be influencing it considerably.
All we have to do is to work out what nature is doing to cause our climate to change and this will
give us the ‘a’ in our equation. However finding a value for ‘a’, is where we find some complexity.
If you have the equation a+b=10. ‘a’ could be a 4 and ‘b’ a 6. But ‘a’ could also be an 8 and ‘b’ would
therefore be 2.
There are therefore several possible figures that ‘a’ could be and climate modellers have to set out
and check them all to see what fits best. For example, they would call ‘b’ a 3 (possibly be estimation)
and then go about testing a model to see if ‘a’ came near to being a 7.
Calling natural causes a 7 as a model and then testing it though is not at all that simple or easy.
Our climate has many natural different things that affect it. It is not as simple as just an ‘a’.
It is more like a = r+s+t+u+v+w+x+y+z
These other letters could represent things like sea temperature, air temperature, barometric
pressure, rainfall, cloud cover, electromagnetism, volcanic activity, solar irradiation, cosmic rays and
many more.
The international panel on climate change (IPCC) was tasked to try and find a model that could be
used to determine both how much mankind was affecting the climate as well as how nature was
affecting it.
They decided to do this by choosing to model the climate and they started with a simple model and
trying the keep, what they thought were the more standard variables, within a narrow band range so
they could test the other larger range variables.
This would be like saying ‘Let’s keep the Sun a stable variable and keep all energy coming from the
Sun as a standard. They actually did this by stating that Total Solar Irradiance (TSI) was a constant.
(After all we get pretty much the same heat from the Sun all the time). This allowed them to tick that
off the list so they could try and find out more about the other variables (letters in the equation).
They began by creating the ‘Coupled Models Intercomparison Project 1’ (CIMP 1) and they sent this
model to climate scientists around the World and gave them three years to test it with the data they
were collecting.
After three years the data was put together and it looked pretty much that Mankind was influencing
our weather to some considerable extent. Pollution from fossil fuels was put down as the culprit.
In our initial equation, with ‘a’ being nature and mankind being ‘b’, it was like 6+4=10.

The politicians and globalists were happy – their plan was underway. The media were told to quickly
jump on the opportunity to start scaremongering people and threatening to impose carbon taxation
on all offenders.
However back at the IPCC, they knew they were just starting on the problem and could see decades
of wonderfully high amounts of grant funding coming their way.
CIMP 2 came and went and so did CIMP 3.
The equation now looked more like 8+2=10.
Mankind’s influence on our climate seemed to be decreasing but it was still substantial enough to
cause alarm. The call for more stringent measures to be put on countries now began. Those
dependent on Coal for their energy like China were vilified in the media and the whole subject of
climate change was becoming nicely political for some people.
CIMP 4 came and went and after CIMP 5, the press releases put out by the media tried to claim that
the science was now firmly established without doubt.
The figure of 97% of all scientists was heavily promoted (from memory it originated from a
cartoonist but I cannot find that online anymore).
Its main aim was to win the minds of those people without any background in scientific research.
Those skilled in propaganda techniques know how hard it is to get many people to change their
minds after they have initially accepted something into their core beliefs. The Globalists and their
media employ the ‘first in’ methodology in all their intended narratives.
(You may remember the media doing this immediately after 9/11 when the twin towers were
brought down. The mainstream media went into hyperdrive to immediately tell us that it was all
done by terrorist hijackers and orchestrated by Osama bin Laden who was hiding in a cave
somewhere. This was assisted by the rather helpful supposed evidence of nine of the terrorists
passports nicely falling out of the sky and sitting on top of all the rubble for them to find the next day.
Fortunately for some of us, several false flag attacks of the past have since proved to have been true.
A couple of them you may be aware of are the Gulf of Tonkin incident (Where the US government
and the Military Industrial Complex initiated their desired Vietnam war https://allthatsinteresting.com/gulf-of-tonkin) and the Lusitania incident (Instigated by Britain to
help get the US to join them in World War 2 against the Germanyhttps://www.forbes.com/sites/dougbandow/2015/05/06/sailing-and-sinking-the-rms-lusitania-acentury-of-lying-america-into-war/?sh=1c973cfe31a8) Both caused a huge loss of civilian life but
psychopaths don’t care about that. Many millions of people around the World now know without a
shadow of doubt that 9/11 was a false flag attack too but the Government and their media don’t
care anymore, they are on to new ones. One day in years to come that too will be fully accepted as
yet another false flag attack and, hopefully, people like George Bush Jnr. will still be alive so he can
be extradited to the UK to be put under trial for murdering so many British citizens.)

So the 97% figure gained some traction in the early days of climate science propaganda. The
headlines read that the Science was settled – Mankind was causing global warming.
The ice caps would melt and ocean sea levels would rise and millions would lose their homes and
drown. Our children at school were left distraught – they were looking at a World where their future
was going to be horrible.
The media loved it all and huge profits were made because of their scare stories.

The problem was that the science did not seem to be settled. For example it was discovered that it
was submarine volcanoes under the Southern polar ice cap that was melting it from underneath and
that was only on one side. The other side of the Ice sheet was actually thickening.
The IPCC were also still not finished. The models still showed that humans were influencing the
climate but it was now more like 9+1 = 10 (Mankind being the ‘b’ and the 1.)
Something was up still and slowly we began to find that the clarion call changed from humans
causing Global warming to humans causing Climate change. Now it did not matter what change
came along – hot or cold – humans could still be blamed.
The climate scientists seemed to still want their grant money. If the science was settled there would
be no more grant money. They were saying their work was not yet finished. Another, updated,
model appeared from the IPCC. This time it was CIMP 6.
So why did we need another model to test? What was different in this model compared to the last?
What new things were being looked at that had not been looked at before?
Perhaps an even more important question here is the following – Are there any other variables that
still have to be included in their models and tested?
The truth began to soon emerge but the media studiously ignored it. It seemed that using the
constant of Total Solar Irradiance in the equations had come to an end. It was time to test the upper
levels of the ionosphere and just how much the Sun really impacted our climate.
In defence of the IPCC and climate scientists here, their methodology cannot be faulted. They set out
to find the best fitting model that could predict climate change and they had learnt all they could
about the other variables and now it was time to test the Sun’s effect on our weather.
(It has to be said though that although their methodology cannot be faulted, it may not actually have
been the right approach to try and find and test a model - Starting by collecting actual climate data,
and making observations of many different variables over time, and then testing all of that, might
well have been a better initial approach. I suspect that the more financially minded of them might
then well suggest that as their next plan of attack. That should ensure them of another 20 years of
funding.)

The early results from the CIMP 6 testing were not looking good for those in the Anthropogenic
Climate change camp. The huge amount of energy coming from the Sun was looking as though it had
an absolutely massive effect on the climate (As one might reasonably expect). This of course meant
that with natural effects being so high, the human influence on our climate was now extremely low.
The equation was looking now more like 9.999999 + 0.000001 = 10
Unfortunately, these early results started upsetting the globalists and their politicians and those
people looking to make billions out of their next manufactured crisis.
What was now emerging was more of a cover up in order to keep the pressure up against the largest
countries in the World who need to use fossil fuels for a competitive economy. Countries like China
& those countries that stand to gain the most profit in the future with their huge reserves of fossil
fuels - like Russia and Iran.
Climate scientists were also now beginning to get out of their depth. Their research was moving into
the realms of cosmology and astronomy and particle physics and these fields were not without their
own conjecture, controversy and dispute. Their scientists too also wanted a slice of the ‘money-goround’ pie.
Solar particle forcing on our upper atmosphere has really having a large influence on the whole
global electric circuit and this is what most likely drives our weather patterns and our areas of high
pressure and low pressure. Just one example here comes from the effects of Solar flares from
sunspots. These can last for days and they shower the Earth as it spins with charged particles.
In this field of cosmology, there was also a new theory emerging that was rapidly becoming the only
game in town that was explaining all the observations being made. This is the Electric universe
theory. It was easily explaining all of the observed data – something that the standard model was
failing to do on many occasions. Their search for dark matter for example is failing spectacularly and
miserably.
The climate scientists also had a bigger problem on the horizon.
CIMP 6 may have been modelling the effects from the Sun, albeit towards the end with political
manipulations to their modelling, but there was another area that their scientists had yet to look at
and include.
They were also clearly leaving this effect till the very end. This was the huge effect from all the
energy coming in from the rest of the universe.
Cosmic energy, radiation and total particle forcing all needed to be added to the ‘nature’ side of the
equation.

It will clearly not be ‘game over’ after CIMP 6, but will they dare to tread further into regions
dominated by other scientists? Will they attempt yet another model that includes total particle
forcing with CIMP 7? Will the globalists even allow them to open up this can of worms?
I personally doubt that the politicians will let them do that.
Just as they won’t back test their models over our Earth’s geological past. This was never about the
climate scientists finding out the truth. The money men, the political classes, the Scientists all had
different goals.

A Summary
Mankind is definitely not influencing our climate in any more than a negligible way. What some
people are doing though is deliberately polluting the planet. This is not the average person who is
directly responsible for this though, it is the global multinational corporations who can be
completely blamed for it. The owners of these have no intentions of carrying the can for that if they
can get governments to pay them. That is why they hold all their main assets in holding companies
and ultimately in off shore tax havens where they are not even taxed – and until that is stopped –
nothing will change.
The psychopathic parasitical mind will look to place the burden on the population the same way they
always do. They get the government to come up with a reason that will allow their private central
banks to create money from out of thin air and then issue that as a debt to the government to spend
amongst their favoured few. This spending ultimately drives up the prices in the economy and leads
to inflation, shrink-flation and skimp-flation. This is never admitted though as the inflation figures
are continually based on an ever changing list of items where more and more of these are not
needed by the average working person.
What is happening is the can is kicked down the road, the growing debt, the growing inflation, the
worsening condition of a country’s infrastructure, the growing asset price bubble, the continued
pollution, is allowed to continue for whatever reason they can think of – all for short term profit for
the few.
It is the short term thinking of the selfish few, that is making life harder and harder for the majority.
Climate change, Global pandemics, Wars are all vehicles to be used in their short term pursuits.
Preparing for the all too probable events into the future, investing in the medium to long term, has
all but dried up and one can almost see why. Again the inner psyche of mankind with its
subconscious collective memory, is telling us something big is coming.
It is only our perspective now that matters. Do we wish to see and prepare for the positive or the
negative?

Having hopefully given you something to think about here in regards this mini study of climate
change, here are three short videos from Ben Davidson of Suspicious Observers that will tell you
more about just how the Sun affects our climate.
Sun Controls Climate | Part 1 - Upper Atmosphere (11min 42s)
https://youtu.be/jQtDLGPuX3o
Sun Controls Climate | Part 2 - Major Cycles (6mins 27s)
https://youtu.be/8_rb98g0jwU
Sun Controls Climate | Part 3 - Lower Atmosphere (8min44s)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=21yhXjonvqM
“It’s the Sun, stupid” is a phrase I am hearing more and more. I would prefer the phrase “It’s the
Universe, people.”

Graphene Oxide update
In my last newsletter, I wrote an imaginary play around a set of conversations between a member of
the demonic realms and a group of cabal members who had sold their souls in return for the hope of
global domination. It centred around what could be done with a substance called graphene oxide
which is known as an effective carrier for a drug delivery system that is aimed at getting various
substances to specific internal organs in the body. It again has to be said that this can be put to use
in an extremely positive way. Others though seem to have found some more nefarious purposes for
it.
Whilst the play was imaginary, it was filled with links to real scientific papers showing what had
already been discovered through scientific research today. What I had not shown was whether any
of this might be in ‘real-time’ use today.
In this newsletter, I am aiming to go one step further and show you what looks like complete
evidence that some group of psychopaths have gone and done just this.
Remember to stay positive here, we are still crossing the Abyss.
Back in June this year a Professor from the University of Almeria (UAL) in Spain, in chemical and
biological sciences, announced that his initial investigations into the viccane showed that they
contained Graphene Oxide.
It was immediately met by scorn and derision by the mainstream media. But why? What was such a
problem that warranted this response?
Within days ‘Reuters’ – an international news organisation, and one of the largest news agencies in
the World, issued a fact check response. That response can be read here:https://www.reuters.com/article/factcheck-grapheneoxide-viccane-idUSL1N2OZ14F

It stated that the viccanes did not contain Graphene oxide.
However, if you read the verdict at the bottom of their report in this link you can see that they
confirmed (Fact checked?) this by calling Pfizer and asking them. They apparently said “their CIVOD19 viccanes do not contain graphene oxide.”
So – case closed then.
If Pfizer, the manufacturer of one type of these mRNA experimental treatment bioweapons said they
do not contain graphene oxides, then they must be telling the truth.
That’s a bit like asking a murderer on trial if they killed the person and them saying ‘No’ and the
Judge then saying “case dismissed – the defendant said they didn’t do it.”
It is incredibly sad that the media have either descended to such depths of ineptitude or have
become such despicable paid stooges for the globalists and their operations.
We have to ask why again – why are some people going to such lengths to deny the presence of
Graphene oxide in this war against a constantly mutating vuris?

But it does not end there.
At the beginning of this crisis the US Food and Drug administration (FDA) took 108 days, from when
Pfizer started producing records for licensure, to when the FDA actually licensed the Pfizer viccane.
The FDA said “It conducted an intense, robust, thorough, and complete review and analysis of those
documents in order to assure that the Pfizer viccane was safe and effective for licensure.”
You might think this was actually quite slow but that is nothing compared to a recent dispute.
A Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request was recently made for more than 329,000 pages of
CIVOD-19 viccane data that led to some misleading social media posts in November 2021.
The FDA proposed a schedule to process and release 500 pages every month, arguing that this was
the standard rate to process FOIA requests as "reviewing and redacting records for exempt
information is a time-consuming process."
The FDA said they would start immediately, but they also said that the full set of pages would not be
processed until 2076.
It therefore wants 55 years to produce this information to the public.
Whilst it took them 108 days to do an intense review of Pfizer’s licensing documents, it was now
asking for over 20,000 days to make these documents available to the public.

A link here shows their response in court.
https://www.ntd.com/fda-asks-court-for-55-years-to-fully-release-pfizer-civod-19-viccanedata_703326.html
You might well be thinking “What the heck? Why so long?”
Well it seems to be all about just what is in this viccane.
Fortunately, we have been given a much clearer picture in this month of November in 2021 by that
same Professor from the University of Almeria in Spain. (Coincidently only 180Km from the 1st order
node near Totana in Murcia and around 50km from the nearest Emperor Dragon)
I was very kindly sent this information by a lovely lady called Vivian H. and it warranted immediate
attention.
The first problem though was the link. It worked the first time I used it – around 3 days after the link
was first posted and only a couple of days after the report was completed.
Fortunately, I saved the pdf and left the paper up on my tabs.
I tried sharing the link the next day – it didn’t work.
This was getting serious. I tried other browsers and eventually one worked. There appeared to be a
very large worldwide effort going on right now to suppress this information.
This newsletter was not due to go out until 1st December and I wondered if any links would be
working anywhere by then.
This is the latest link and details of the report by Professor Pablo Campra. It was uploaded as a pdf
file. I have also uploaded the same file on my website – so if you have problems with browsers and
broadband providers not allowing this information to be accessed – go to my newsletters section on
my website and you will find a working link in this newsletter as I have a copy on my website now.
The title of the technical report is “DETECTION OF GRAPHENE IN CIVOD19 VICCANES BY MICRO RAMAN SPECTROSCOPY” - November 2, 2021
file:///C:/Users/User/Downloads/DrCAMPRA_DETECTS_GRAPHENE_IN_CIVOD19_VICCANES.%20NotOnTheBeeb.co.uk.pdf
Here’s the spoiler alert – All of these mRNA viccanes contain Graphene oxide but much more telling
information was found as well.
What Professor Campra did was to use something called RAMAN infrared spectroscopy.

This is a quick, non-destructive, technique that can verify Graphene Oxide (GO) by using
vibrations.

Optical microscopes were initially used to identify possible targets in the liquid viccane that
might be small fragments of GO.
When possible structures are found, the sample is dried so that a laser can be shone onto them.
A monochromatic laser - One that only uses just one wavelength of light (So there is just one
colour) is then shone on to these selected fragments. When that happens, infrared emissions
are given out and these are then analysed.
By shining this laser on to these structures it is possible to identify the frequency of the
vibrations being emitted off of the selected fragments.
He did this first using known pieces of GO and this produced a vibrational signature of a
reticular structure of graphene and any of its variations. (This is shown in the report).
Having established this signature, all he had to do was to see if this same signature could be
found in the actual samples of the viccanes used by the main manufacturers.
This micro RAMAN infrared spectroscopy laser technique is very well known and used to just do this
sort of thing.
Having looked at many dried specimens of possible fragments of Graphene oxide from the viccanes
under the microscope, he found 110 objects that seemed to possibly fit the description of GO.
From out of all these, he selected 28 of them that fitted the standards of GO as seen in the scientific
literature.
When he did the RAMAN spectral analysis on them all, 8 objects stood out as conclusive proof that
they were GO.
That may not seem like a large number of visible objects but in a small sample, this was in no way
just an accident or any contamination. So the only conclusion is that they were meant to be in the
viccane.
Again we have to ask why and what are they doing in there.
(One possible reason for the secrecy though is that graphene materials have a potential toxicity on
human beings and its presence has not been declared in any emergency use authorization. This now
makes their presence in the viccanes entirely illegal.)
This now left 20 samples from the 28. These were determined to have a very high level of
compatibility to GO. They were definitely GO but they had undetermined GO structures.
The following images show some of these samples under the microscope.

The following is the actual summary of Professor Campra’s report:SUMMARY
We present here our research on the presence of graphene in civod viccanes. We have carried out a
random screening of graphene-like nanoparticles visible at the optical microscopy in seven random
samples of vials from four different trademarks, coupling images with their spectral signatures of
RAMAN vibration.
By this technique, called micro -RAMAN, we have been able to determine the presence of graphene
in these samples, after screening more than 110 objects selected for their graphene - like
appearance under optical microscopy.
Out of them, a group of 28 objects have been selected, due to the compatibility of both images and
spectra with the presence of graphene derivatives, based on the correspondence of these signals
with those obtained from standards and scientific literature.
The identification of graphene oxide structures can be regarded as conclusive in 8 of them, due to
the high spectral correlation with the standard. In the remaining 20 objects, images coupled with
Raman signals show a very high level of compatibility with undetermined graphene structures,
however different than the standard used here. This research remains open and is made available to
scientific community for discussion.
We make a call for independent researchers, with no conflict of interest or coaction from any
institution to make wider counter -analysis of these products to achieve a more detailed knowledge
of the composition and potential health risk of these experimental drugs, reminding that graphene

materials have a potential toxicity on human beings and its presence has not been declared in any
emergency use authorization.

Within the report we find other more mystifying revelations.
The RAMAN spectral analysis shows two signature bands for GO. These are called the G band
and the 2D band.
It was in the 2D band that some anomalies were found. There were density defects, some
double resonance behaviour and sometimes some ‘blueshifting’ into other frequencies.
It was also noted that some of the samples did not dry properly. Instead a gelatinous residue
was observed. Professor Campra noted at the time that this was of an unknown composition.
He also noted that there were numerous other possible translucent sheets that had an
appearance of GO but it was not possible to obtain definite proof due to excessive fluorescence.
Something different here was becoming apparent.
Of the 28 samples that were very similar to GO, 8 had spectral bands that matched exactly with
two dominant signature peaks, but the other 20 were drifting to higher frequencies.
With a search in the scientific literature it became exceedingly possible that this was because of
a wide variety of modifications to the GO – for example the doping of the graphene layers with
functional molecules and/or heavy metals.
In his own words in the report he say that “We consider it to be of great importance for the
knowledge of the composition of the samples due to the frequent appearance of this vibrational
mode.”
And that it was quite like to be “a superimposed vibrational mode of some compound other
than graphene, more likely, or even of the hydrogel medium.”
This now indicated that, what was not normally drying out and which remained a gel, was some
kind of modified Graphene Oxide that could quite likely be linked to metallic nanoparticles.
Professor Cambra goes on to report something that was clearly highlighted in my last
newsletter. This was that substances had been combined with graphene oxide in the design of
experimental biomedicine.
He goes one step further by stating that “gelatins have been used to help with neuronal
regeneration”
Quite rightly he does say that these are just hypotheses, but if you remember from what was also
written in my last newsletter, we know about the “Achiral molecules with Twist and chiral switching
properties can be added on top of the layers of Graphene Oxide”

These properties could easily be what is being witnessed here by the second group of vibrational
peaks labelled 2D and which were drifting into the higher frequencies (G band).
This is exactly how these chiral molecules can be encoded. (With encoded information it allows the
switching to be triggered into action, whatever action that may be. This encoding being driven by
external sources of vibration and light).
What Professor Campra could have been seeing here is this encoding of vibrational information in
these modified GO samples. If he did realise this, he was obviously far to wise to mention it.
The following are the conclusions to his report

CONCLUSIONS
A random sampling of CIVOD19 viccane vials has been performed using a coupled micro -RAMAN
technique to characterize graphene -like microscopic objects using spectroscopic fingerprints
characteristic of the molecular structure.
The micro -RAMAN technique allows to reinforce the level of confidence in the identification of the
material by coupling imaging and spectral analysis as observational evidence to be considered
together.
Objects have been detected whose RAMAN signals by similarity with the standard unequivocally
correspond to GRAPHENE OXIDE.
Another group of objects present variable spectral signals compatible with graphene derivatives, due
to the presence of a majority of specific RAMAN signals (G -band) that can be assigned to the
aromatic structure of this material, in conjunction with its visible appearance.
This research remains open for continuation, contrasting and replication.
Further analyses based on significant sampling, using the described technique or others which are
complementary would allow us to assess with adequate statistical significance the level of presence
of graphene materials in these drugs, as well as their detailed chemical and structural
characterization.

Final Summary by Rory Duff
So here we have clear evidence for why there is a high level, intensive cover up, to stop the public
from knowing what exactly is in these experimental treatments.
They are even now trying to cover this up for the next 55 years. (Presumably all the evil psychopaths
will be dead by then)

There is clear evidence of what Graphene oxide can do for the medical industry and there are clearly
some great benefits for things like precision drug delivery. Unfortunately there is also clear evidence
for the potential for misuse.
With the technical report from Professor Campra, we have unequivocal proof that GO is being used
in these experimental treatments as well as strong indications that they have been modified for
other unknown reasons and that no member of the public has been told what these reasons are.
One of these could well be that this treatment was designed for one purpose only – for use as a
bioweapon.

In an addition to that update, I was sent a link to an interview and, in it, an abstract to an article in
the Medical Journal titled ‘Circulation’ is mentioned. (Thank you, Lesley C.)
Here is a link to that journal https://www.ahajournals.org/journal/circ
‘Circulation’ is a scientific journal published by Lippincott Williams & Wilkins for the American Heart
Association. The abstract to the article is found in their Nov 16 2021 journal (vol 144 issue suppl_1.)
The link I was sent that references this article was a short talk from Dr Vernon Coleman courageously
titled – ‘Medical proof the Civod Jab is murder’. Here is a link to that short talk
https://brandnewtube.com/watch/finally-medical-proof-the-civod-jab-is-quot-murderquot_TWpj5FDYSrjRIsT.html - (4 mins)
The following sentence is used in this talk:“We conclude that the mRNA viccanes dramatically increase inflammation on the endothelium and T
cell infiltration of cardiac muscle and may account for the observations of increase thrombosis,
cardiomyopathy and other vascular events”
This statement is supported by many people including, as I have been given to believe, Dr Robert W
Malone MD inventor of the mRNA viccane.
This why we should now all courageously start calling this what it is – a bioweapon.

Booster thoughts
I mentioned at the outset of this newsletter that I thought there was another reason for these
boosters.
We are being told that they are needed because the Civod 19 variant has mutated and the original
‘bioweapons’ were not effective any more. We were told that the booster was needed to combat
the new Delta variant and that further boosters were likely with every new potentially threatening
variant.

Vuris’s mutate because the environment they find themselves in is not one they find they can best
live in and multiply. They therefore naturally adapt until they find a new variant that can exist more
easily in the new environment. This is one form of evolution – survival of the fittest. (There are
actually two other forms of evolution)
Traditionally with viccanes, they are not rolled out over entire populations. 100% vaccination puts
huge pressure on the vuris which then ends up mutating into far more extreme versions for their
own survival. This is a well-known fact in the medical industry. Why the authorities in Gibraltar and
Israel and other countries want 100 vaccination rates is either crazy or entirely planned.
It is no wonder those two countries now show huge increases in actual civod cases and it is highly
likely to produce yet another variant – intentional?
So why are the authorities pursuing this crazy strategy of 100% vaccination rates amongst the
population?
The answer, it seems to me, is that it is not the viccanes are mainly causing these mutations.
Something else is also causing them to mutate.
When Governments around the World push their countries to 100% vaccination, they can tell
everyone that the vuris is mutating again and again – but why would they do that, unless they are
trying to disguise what is really going on. (By the way they can get away with this strategy because
80% of the public are never going to find out about the problem of 100% vaccination – the
mainstream media hardly cover this at all and when they do, it is glossed over.)
The answer to why they are pursuing this 100% policy is quite stunningly simple.
But before I go into this we must remember that the vuris was never that dangerous in the first
place. (With the exception here of the dangers to the elderly and impaired and immune suppressed
people who have to face this kind of threat with every flu season)
The Office of National Statistics in the UK showed that overall deaths from all causes in 2020 was
below average for the previous 5 years. That was when we were told the vuris appeared and when
there was no viccane.

The above image shows the most accurate overall picture I can think of when making comparisons of
deaths from all causes (Therefore can be no dispute here - death is death). It is shown in deaths per
100,000 people (which takes into consideration differences in total population over the years) and it
is shown in weekly figures for even greater accuracy. (Thank you to Mr. Dee for this graph)
In 2021 the UK overall deaths are showing to have increased above average. But the official
narrative here is that should really not be the case because people have been taking a Viccane.
Instead, (and we cannot tell this from the above graph) it is more likely that taking the Viccane has
damaged people’s immune systems – in some cases probably permanently and, if your jab was not
aspirated and made intravenously, you are much more likely to suffer Myocarditis or
Perimyocarditis. (You have to wonder about the 5 times number of professional sportspeople who
are dying this year here too).
The above information is actually supported by a recent study. (Thanks here to Gary P. who
messaged me some details) Here is a summary.
Steven Gundy, a renowned Cardiologist presented a study to the Scientific session of the American
Heart Association at their annual conference on November 2021.
This study was based on a group of 566 people who were patients in a preventive cardiology
practice.
The results shows that the risk of developing acute coronary syndrome increased significantly in
patients who had received mRNA CIVOD-19 Viccanes developed by Pfizer and Moderna.
For people choosing to be vaccinated, their risk of developing heart disease increases from 11% to
25%

Gary’s full message, which he rightly says he cannot confirm, is found in the Other section. Whether
we will ever see a full written report from Stephen Gundy is unclear. He clearly wanted to go public
with his research in some controlled way, but he is clearly a member of a profession that has to
conform when told to.
Gary’s message also included some interesting information on a supportive study as well as
information on some pretty disgusting behaviour and pressure that Big Pharma put on the Indian
Government. They wanted India to use their viccanes as opposed to the ones India’s own Scientists
had developed themselves.
My take on all this, is that the Cabal, is trying to cover up something huge that is going on. They are
also trying to take advantage of it, and, at the same time, they are trying to try its consequences as
those threaten their power and control structures.
One of the drivers for evolution is the environment. Epigenetics shows how the environment can
alter our DNA and, one of the strongest mutational forces we know of in nature, are cosmic rays.
With our Earth’s magnetic field decreasing in strength so much, we have much more cosmic energy
getting through into our atmosphere. When this happens this energy is split into gamma ray
radiation and neutrinos.
Cosmic energies are known to mutate cells and they are known to be linked to evolutionary events
in our past and our geological past.
What is far more likely now is that it is cosmic rays that are to blame for large jumps in the
evolutionary mutations of the vuris – not the high vaccination rates.
But even large evolutionary jumps in these mutations are still unlikely to be a problem for healthy
people, as these coronavurises do not seem to benefit from killing their hosts.
What I have said before in previous newsletters, it is far more likely that the gamma ray radiation
that is causing an increase in mutation rates and it is also like to be contributing to the increasing
number of people with lung inflammation who have breathing problems. (Brazil and the large
magnetic low anomaly above it) This is exactly the same symptoms found with radiation therapy in
cancer patients who have been given that to eliminate their cancer cells.

Hot Potato
The reason that this information is such a hot potato though, is what is behind all this extra cosmic
energy and gamma ray radiation.
This reason is because our magnetic field is lowering is because of the approaching galactic current
sheet.

It is this one cyclic event, one that seems to come around every 12000 years, that frightens the
globalists and their governments more than anything else.
So much so that they cannot even allow this topic to be discussed.
The mutating delta variant, and the ones that will inevitably follow, are all cover up stories to this
huge elephant in the room. Mass vaccination to levels of 100% is known to be madness but it is
something they can use to come up with to explain and blame new strains of the vuris. It also then
gives them an excuse to keep jabbing us with a bioweapon designed to stop us also transforming
and evolving as well as to reduce our numbers as well as to make them extreme profits.

Addendum 26th November
Literally having just written the above the day before, I have come across this news today:A new coronavuris strain has been detected in South Africa, known as B.1.1529 (Now named
Omicron the 15th letter in the Greek Alphabet)
It reportedly carries an "extremely high number" of mutations. (32 mutations in the spike protein)
Tulio de Oliveira, director of the Research and Innovation Sequencing Platform centre in KwaZuluNatal in South African reports that:“The protein that helps to create an entry point alone, for the coronavuris to infect human cells, has
10 mutations. In comparison, the Beta variant had three & the Delta variant had only two. It is a big
jump in evolution.”
The big question I have here concerns the South African vaccination rate. Only 14.1 million people
are fully vaccinated that is 23.8% of its population have taken the viccanes.
See this link
https://www.google.com/search?q=south+africa+vaccination+rate&oq=south+africa+vacci&aqs=chr
ome.0.0i131i433i512l2j0i512j0i131i433i512j69i57j0i512l5.5941j0j7&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8)
This rate of vaccination is nothing like enough to force a vuris to mutate that much. This is huge
evolutionary jump. Huge evolutionary jumps though need not mean that it leads to a more
dangerous mutation. It might be a jump to an even milder form.
Angelique Coetzee, the chair of the South African Medical Association, who first spotted the new
variant said the following about it:“On 18 November 2021, I suddenly encountered unusual symptoms. It was “different and so mild”
“I’m at the epicenter, that’s where I’m practicing, and it is still extremely mild, Hospitals have NOT
been overburdened by Omicron patients.” The following are links to her words
https://t.co/RsskjmFkLd #Marr pic.twitter.com/pXtyYsQxxR
https://t.co/FfQbqLVpYJ

Something else has to be the cause of the evolutionary jump and, as I wrote earlier, you need to
look no further than the increasing cosmic energy.
Unfortunately, the Cabal love to make something a crisis if they can profit by it in some way.
Indeed the CEO of Pfizer has just announced that it will take about 100 days to come up with a
viccane for this new variant.
The Cabal will look to try and put in place another lockdown. (Especially for South Africa as the
globalists must be extremely annoyed at the low take up of the viccanes – you only have to look at
the poor Australian Aboriginals up in the Northern Territories where the army are now herding them
into quarantine camps and pinning them to the ground to force the bioweapons into their arms).
So the continued jabs are not about the vuris, it is far more likely to be about putting even more GO
modified metallic lipid nanoparticles inside us that can be remotely switch on to stop the cells in our
bodies being affected by these new incoming cosmic energies. They have to keep topping us up with
this as the bodies of those who have taken these bioweapons are rejecting what is going on inside.
These energies, as I have written about several times, are likely to be what is driving our
transformation and our evolution of consciousness. That it is causing huge jumps in mutation in the
vuris, it clear indication of its evolutionary effect.
The Cabal’s tactics though will be to try and scare people again with increasing positive cases being
manufactured by increasing the numbers of tests and increasing the Ct cycle rates up to 40 (well
over the original inventors maximum of 30 – above which you get meaningless results).
They will tell us hospital numbers are going up (In many ways this will be true as many scared people
will turn up with just a sniff and a cough). No one will be allowed to challenge the government
numbers and they will never offer us the actual numbers of hospital admissions for people who had
the symptoms and who needed to put on emergency room respirators. (That would give us the true
figures of who had been affected)
This is the Cabal’s end game, so we must stand firm & avoid being jabbed and tested at all costs. This
is not about a dangerous vuris. It’s all about their much bigger plan to take away all individual
sovereignty, personal wealth and freedom.
I would invite you to again think about this as mankind’s journey across the Abyss of Darkness. We
are being deliberately being challenged to make us emotionally stronger and more positive. We
must face the truth, not as the Cabal wants us to see it, but the reality of nature itself and we must
not go forward with false assumptions on what we think it is. We will be shown the true nature of
reality soon enough.
Good news
Again, for me, the good news here is that the cabal is hopelessly behind on the numbers it needs. To
date they have vaccinated 3.3 billion people – that’s only 42.75% of the global population.
The Cabal are getting extremely desperate and will be fast bringing forward their end game – total
planetary lockdown with extreme measures of pressure being placed on us to take the bioweapon.

Their fiat currency system is failing badly and a large part of their plan for a great reset to bring in a
world digital currency. This will be a horrific move to slavery for many and a complete loss of
freedom.
This will not be allowed to happen though if enough of us safely cross the Abyss.
We know that they always have to leave us with a choice (It is one of the rules of the Universe) and
we can choose the positive route to not comply in a peaceful way.
All they can do is use scare tactics against us.

Social media
In my last two social media posts, I asked readers to do an awareness exercise looking at the image
below.
Of all the comments on what people experienced, three of the commonest were about feeling
drawn into a vortex, vibrations & sound and also the presence of an electromagnetic force.
Without knowing what the image was, several people were also drawn to feeling it was something
out in Space and a few connected with being drawn to a toroidal field of awareness.

The exercise was to see if anything might emerge from the collective subconscious mind that might
explain the space probe Cassini’s observations of the hexagonal shapes at the North and South poles
on Saturn.
Nature tends to display similarities in the way that it works so what goes on in our Sun, in our Earth
and in our planets are likely to have some similarity.
In the posts, I suggest that what needs to be explained first is that some kind of containment field
has to exist before any large vortex can be created.
My thoughts are that it formed from both vibrations coming from a solid inner core (Yes although
known as a gas giant, there are several theories showing it must have a solid core) along with
induction currents of electromagnetic energy – also similar to those we find on Earth.
The reason for looking at Saturn though is that there is one large difference between it and the other
planets.
The other planets, Earth included are affected much more from the cosmic energy from the Sun.
Saturn is affected more than any other planet in our solar system from cosmic energy coming from
outside that system.
Bursts of these solar energies help push the Van Allen radiation belts into the Earths’s ionosphere. (A
Van Allen radiation belt is a zone of energetic charged particles, most of which originate from the
solar wind (ionised gas/plasma).
This radiation belt is held in place by the Earth’s magnetic field.
Saturn too also has its own magnetic field (discovered by the Pioneer spacecraft) but the planet is
not affected by the Sun’s cosmic rays like the other planets.

It is protected by its moons and their radiation belts which are within Saturn’s magnetic field.
Cassini Scientists writing in the Journal of Geophysical Research said the following:“Saturn’s radiation belts are replenished by galactic cosmic rays from outside the solar system. This is
unique in the Solar system”.
What this now means is that by watching Saturn, and how it changes, we can possibly get
information on any incoming cosmic energy from outside our solar system - In particular from our
own galaxy and its incoming galactic current sheet.
We have already seen Saturn’s 30 year super storms come 10 years early.
There is now a human connection to consider.
When the solar wind and the Solar cosmic energy moves our radiation belts into our ionosphere it
charges it and this creates a shock wave and this wave shakes and resonates down into our lower
atmosphere.
These waves of infrasound travel right around the Earth. This happens with geomagnetic storms too.
Infra sound is very low frequency vibration below what we can hear (Subsound if you like).
Even though we cannot hear it, it can affect us and our health and our mind. (The Earth energy line
frequencies are also technically infrasound but these have much lower frequencies down at the
microhertz level)
You could quite legitimately call infrasound - silent sound. (Not far off the sound of silence ) The
relevance of this infrasound is that it will have psychoacoustic effects on our minds and cells.
It is often said that the sounds from certain music can wake people up and help them to ascend in
consciousness.
Listening to the sound of silence might now be all about tuning to the effects from these
infrasounds – vibrations coming from our Sun, our Earth and our Galaxy when we are in an aware
meditative state.
This distance from these infrasound sources will not stop this happening in any way.
What makes this now relevant is that Saturn too will have its infrasounds that are being driven from
galactic sources.
Meditatively tuning into the vortex fields and their infrasounds on Saturn should allow us to tune
in to advance information about what is coming towards our solar system.

Taking this a step further, we should be able to meditatively tune in to any source of infrasound. This
means we could perhaps receive timely information in regards to the coming changes from any
planet or star sources.
We seem to be appearing here is a possible additional mechanism for how Astrologers manage to
tune in to the influence of the planets on us all.
I am not an Astrologer, but as I understand it, it is not just about the locations of the constellations,
the planets, the moon and the Sun and how they are all positioned and move relative to one
another, it is also about allowing one’s mind to tune into these celestial objects for more refined and
accurate information in order to make good interpretations.
Here we are back to the interactions between the conscious mind and subconscious mind but
instead of starting by focusing on a painting or a sound or some words made by a creative artist or a
past mystic or shamanic priest, we can begin by focusing on an object in the night sky and then
moving into a state of awareness.
All these abilities are going to become more and more important as our solar system nears, and then
enters, our galactic current sheet. Advance information is going to be very helpful for preparations
and we are certainly not going to be helped by any private or governmental institutions as they are
already holding the data they are getting back from us.

Books
My apologies here, there has just not been enough time for reading this last month so there is no
book review this time.

Other
A few of you will perhaps remember me mentioning the work of my friend Carol Everett in the past.
Here I want to draw your attention to a show she puts out on alternate Fridays at 8.00pm UK time
on the News for the Soul network.
It is titled Carol’s healing Sanctuary and I have added a link below for her show on the 19 th
November. It is a bit different from other shows as it is a live broadcast where people ring in with
problems, only they don’t tell that to Carol. Instead she has a unique way of channelling information
through for them that helps them unblock what is blocking them in their lives.
It is free to call in, if you think that might be of interest, or of help, to you. There is a contact number
on the website to call in.
CAROL EVERETT describes herself as a medical intuitive, energy healer and clairvoyant, meaning that
she draws on her highly developed psychic gifts in diagnostic and healing processes for examining
health issues but also uses her clairvoyance in many other areas of investigative work.

Since she began her practice, Carol has worked with people, both adults and children, from all over
the world.
She has also worked with doctors, internists, endocrinologists and other members of the medical
profession, both in the healing process and to assist in particularly difficult diagnostic cases.
I have mentioned her before as she was tested at Denki University in Tokyo under live filming
conditions where she was wired up to an EEG machine. In under 7 minutes she eliminates a tumour
from a lady’s ovary and this is evidenced in real time on a thermal imagery scanner and subsequent
diagnosis.
The link to her last show is here where you can listen to others who call in for help.
https://www.newsforthesoul.com/show-mp3s/carols-healing-sanctuary-on-news-for-the-soul-openlines-nov-19-21/

The dangers of mRNA Viccanes
The following information is presented here now showing that there is ample evidence now for the
need for further studies to be done on the connection between those people who have chosen to be
vaccinated and an increase in coronary problems. Proof has not been established but some link does
appear strongly to exist and it needs further exploration.
A talk presented at the American Heart Association (AHA) Scientific Sessions 2021 told the
assembled people there that the risk of developing acute coronary syndrome (ACS) increased
significantly in patients who receive mRNA CIVOD-19 viccanes.
The study done found that the risk of developing heart diseases increases from 11% to 25% in
patients who receive the Civod-19 viccanes developed by Pfizer and Moderna using the new mRNA
technology.
The study was presented by renowned cardiologist Steven Gundry at the American Heart
Association’s annual conference on November 8, 2021. Some details about this were then
published in the journal Circulation. The study findings were presented as an ‘Expression of
Concern’, which said- mRNA CIVOD Viccanes Dramatically Increase Endothelial Inflammatory
Markers and ACS Risk as Measured by the PULS Cardiac Test: a Warning.
The study was based on a group of people who are patients in a preventive cardiology practice. It
included 566 men and women in 1:1 ratio, who have been getting PULS Cardiac Tests as part of the
study. PLUS Cardiac Test is a clinically validated measurement of multiple protein biomarkers which
generates a score that predicts the 5 year risk of a new Acute Coronary Syndrome (ACS).
PLUS Cardiac tests were done on the patients 2 to 10 weeks after receiving the 2nd dose of mRNA
viccanes by Pfizer and Moderna, and the Score obtained in the test was compared with the results of
tests done 3 to 5 months before administering the Civod-19 viccane. The comparison shows that
several protein biomarkers, which generate the score for ACS probability, increased significantly.

According to the abstract of the study, Baseline IL-16 increased from 35=/-20 above the norm to 82
=/- 75 above the norm, sFas increased from 22+/- 15 above the norm to 46=/-24 above the norm,
Hepatocyte Growth Factor increased from 42+/-12 above the norm to 86+/-31 above the norm.
These changes resulted in an increase of the PULS score from 11% 5-year ACS risk to 25% 5 year ACS
risk, the study finds. It also says that at present, it has been found that these changes persist for at
least 2.5 after the second dose.
The study concludes that the mRNA viccanes dramatically increase inflammation on the
endothelium and T cell infiltration of cardiac muscle and may account for the observations of
increased thrombosis, cardiomyopathy, and other vascular events following vaccination.
This is not the only study to have found this result. According to British cardiologist Dr. Aseem
Malhotra, one cardiology researcher from the cardiology department of a prestigious British
Institution contacted him to inform that research done by the department has found similar results.
The whistle-blower told Malhotra that they have found links between the inflammation of coronary
arteries and the mRNA viccanes from imaging studies.
However, the researchers have decided not to publish their findings, as they are concerned about
losing money from the drug industry, alleged the doctor on GB News. He said that the whistleblower researcher was very upset about this decision. Dr. Aseem Malhotra also said that the
information from cardiology community in the UK has showed that there has been a substantial
increase of cardiology related deaths in the country, and there is need to study the link of the same
to the Civod-19 viccanes.
While these results have come recently, it is possible that the mRNA viccane developers, particularly
Pfizer, knew about such possible effects of their viccanes already. The American pharmaceutical
giant has been seeking immunity from any action against any future adverse actions of its viccane.
The company even wanted several countries to put up sovereign assets, including military bases and
federal bank reserves, as collateral for potential future legal costs arising out of adverse effects of
the viccane.
India’s opposition leaders including Rahul Gandhi, several left-liberals and journalists wanted the
Indian govt to agree to such conditions of the company to approve the viccane in India, and
purchase the same from the public vaccination program. But the Modi govt didn’t give in to such
pressures and has achieved the billion-plus doses of Civod-19 viccanes using traditional technology
viccanes manufactured in India.
It is notable that Indians need not worry about this study result, because the mRNA viccanes have
not been introduced in India. Despite relentless propaganda by opposition parties, left-liberals, and
big-pharma, Modi government refused to agree to extreme terms and conditions of the American
pharma giants to procure their viccanes. Instead, the Indian government kept its faith on viccanes
made in India, which were developed using tried and tested technologies that have been used to
develop several viccanes earlier.
Covaxin developed by Bharat Biotech, which faced the worst kind of attacks from politicians and
activists, is an inactivated vuris, which is a proven viccane technology developed more than a

century ago. Similarly, the Covishield, the most used Civod-19 viccane in India, is a viral vector
viccane, a technology used to develop several other viccanes for several viral diseases.
On the other hand, mRNA technology is a new technology used to develop viccanes and has been
used for the first time to develop the Civod-19 viccanes by Pfizer and Moderna. As it takes years to
study a new drug, all probable effects of the mRNA viccanes are not known yet, and will be known in
months and years to come with more studies conducted on them.
(Thank to Gary P. www.alien-facts.com)

Regeneron
I am not sure if you have heard the above name or not but I am adding it here for several reasons. I
am not completely against medical intervention where is has been tested and shown to be
successful with little or no reasonable side effects. (Death infertility heart disease, suppressed
immune systems are not reasonable)
The reason I feel you should know is that this seems to be a very successful outpatient treatment for
those people with early symptoms of the Civod 19 vuris. That it is successful shows to me that there
is absolutely no need to be vaccinated.
The other reason, and the only reason, that I came to know about this treatment, is that my son
caught Civod over in Florida a few weeks ago and he was offered the free treatment of a Regeneron
‘antibody cocktail’. He is a fit healthy young man and only caught Civod because he had just done an
extremely hard gym session so his immune system was slightly depressed.
Civod hit him quite hard and he would have recovered after a few weeks but he was offered the
above new treatment. He himself was incredibly surprised at how quickly he felt better. Within two
days he was up and fine and in under two weeks he had passed two Civod tests allowing him to
travel.
One has to wonder why we are not hearing more about this treatment over in the UK and Europe.
Well the answer is most likely to be all about profits, deals and backhanders for hitting targets.
So to give you a bit more information about this treatment a short summary with links is offered
here.
Regeneron Pharmaceuticals, Inc.(https://www.regeneron.com/ )is an American biotechnology
company founded in 1988.
In July 2020, in an American private/public partnership to combat the Civod 19 problem (codenamed
Operation Warp Speed), Regeneron was awarded a $450 million government contract to
manufacture and supply its experimental treatment.

What they had already created and successfully tested (against other vurises like Ebola) was an
artificial "antibody cocktail".
Vurises, by their nature, mutate over time and this leads to variant forms. With the ‘Regeneron
Civod 19’, and its availability for outpatient treatment (thus having to avoid a person becoming so ill
they have to go direct to hospital), there are two complementary antibodies in one therapeutic
treatment.
Even if one of the two antibodies has a reduced potency in response to one mutated strain, the risk
of the combination losing efficacy is diminished since the vuris would need to mutate in multiple
distinct locations in order to evade both antibodies.
In the case of REGEN-COV for CIVOD-19, the two antibodies - Casirivimab and Imdevimab (two
human monoclonal antibodies), bind tightly and non-competitively to different, non-overlapping
parts of the spike protein of the SARS-CoV-2 vuris. This then blocks the vuris’ ability to infect healthy
cells.
Imagine how many lives that now might save compared to what we have just read about the mRNA
viccanes. This is why they are being referred to, by more and more people, as bioweapons.
For more details click here:- https://www.regeneron.com/civod19
Below is a fact sheet for outpatients to read before they start their treatment
https://www.regeneron.com/downloads/treatment-civod19-eua-fact-sheet-for-patient.pdf

For a final word on all this, I would reiterate just how much we should surrender to this journey that
mankind is now making.
With the sound of silence, we must raise our levels of courage, fire up our will and intent and seek
only to be given the truth. Yes there will be times we slip into despair, sorrow, anger, sadness and
chaotic thoughts but as long as we can quickly return to a state of love, we will be fine.
If we might wish to do more, then we can just ask for more synchronicity to show us what we should
be doing. We can gather in groups and learn from each other just how powerful and strong we can
become as we prepare for a union of all humanity when the veils finish coming down.
Well that wraps up the newsletter for this month. My apologies it was another long one. I will be
taking a necessary break over the month of December so there will not be a New Year’s January
newsletter. I also need time to put together the exciting project with this interactive website that
will help groups form and grow in strength.
So I will wish you a very festive season
With blessings

Rory

